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Abstract
We introduce methodology to construct an emulator for environmental and ecological spatio-temporal
processes that uses the higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) as an extension of singular
value decomposition (SVD) approaches to emulation. Some important advantages of the method are
that it allows for the use of a combination of supervised learning methods (e.g., neural networks, random
forests, and Gaussian process regression) and also allows for the prediction of process values at spatial
locations and time points that were not used in the training sample. The method is demonstrated
with two applications: the first is a periodic solution to a shallow ice approximation partial differential
equation from glaciology, and second is an agent-based model of collective animal movement. In both
cases, we demonstrate the value of combining different machine learning models (i.e., a multi-surrogate
approach) for accurate emulation. In addition, in the agent-based model case we demonstrate the ability
of the tensor emulator to successfully capture individual behavior in space and time. We demonstrate
via a real data example the ability to perform Bayesian inference in order to learn parameters governing
collective animal behavior.
Keywords: agent-based model, Bayesian, collective movement, machine learning, surrogates, tensor.
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1 Introduction
Multivariate spatio-temporal processes are ubiquitous in agricultural, biological, and environmental science.
Modeling such processes is complicated by complex dependencies across processes, time, and space, as well
as uncertainty in observations, process specification, and parameters that are contained in the observation
and process models. Since the mid-1990’s, Bayesian hierarchical models have been the primary tool to
consider such processes in statistics (Berliner, 1996). Although there are challenges to each component of
such a model, for multivariate spatio-temporal processes, arguably the greatest challenge is the specification
of a model for the process that is rich enough, yet parsimonious enough, to capture realistic behavior
(e.g., nonlinear interactions, non-stationarity, non-separability, collectiveness, etc.). One approach to this
problem has been to specify mechanistically-motivated dynamical parameterizations within the hierarchical
statistical framework (i.e., "physical-statistical models", Berliner (2003); Kuhnert (2014)) such that they
include the potential for known mechanistic behavior (e.g., diffusion, advection, density dependent growth,
etc.; see Wikle and Hooten (2010)). In situations where one has a greater knowledge of the fundamental
process dynamics, it is often preferable to embed a "black box" dynamical model (simulator) within a formal
statistical framework, such as is done in the computer model calibration literature (Kennedy and O’Hagan,
2001). Examples of such black box simulators include PDE models (Gopalan et al., 2019) or agent-based
models that have multiple individuals interacting across time and space (e.g., Fadikar et al., 2018).
The intersection of these approaches for the statistical modeling of complex dynamical processes occurs
when the black-box models are too expensive to implement within statistical inference procedures (typically
Bayesian), and one must build an emulator (i.e., surrogate statistical model) to represent the input-output
relationships in the black-box model. Essentially, the emulator is a function that mimics the output of the
simulator but is computationally less expensive to evaluate. Emulators are most often specified by Gaussian
processes (GPs), but non-linear surrogate models can also be used (see the overview in Gramacy (2020)).
Although surrogate modeling in statistics is a mature and well-studied topic, there are still challenges with
respect to developing efficient surrogates for black-box models with high-dimensional multivariate spatio-
temporal output. Perhaps the most common approach to dealing with spatio-temporal model output in the
computer calibration literature has been to project the model output on a reduced-rank set of basis functions
as in principal components analysis (PCA or singular value decomposition, SVD) (Higdon et al., 2008). In
this case, one typically models the lower-dimensional PC coefficients in terms of GPs. However, different
basis functions can be used (Salter et al., 2019) and one can also model the relationship between the inputs
and projection coefficients (right singular vectors) via non-linear functions in the mean (Hooten et al., 2011).
This is important because often the relationship between the inputs and the right singular vectors is not
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smooth.
It is much less common to build surrogate models for multivariate or multi-state spatio-temporal data.
Leeds et al. (2014) considered a surrogate model for a multivariate spatio-temporal process consisting of
phytoplankton, sea surface temperature, and sea level pressure. A more recent exception is Pratola and
Chkrebtii (2018), who made use of the so-called "higher order singular value decomposition" (HOSVD) tensor
analog of SVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000) to build a GP surrogate model for multi-state spatio-temporal
data. However, it is important to realize that input-output structure can be quite different whether one
considers space, time, multiple-processes, or parameters. As mentioned above, it is quite possible that such
relationships are not smooth and that in some cases it might be better to model the relationships in the
mean (first-order) and in other cases in the covariance (second-order), as via a GP. Thus, we extend the
first-order SVD modeling approach outlined in Hooten et al. (2011) to the HOSVD tensor framework. In
essence, the proposed tensor-based method stores a tensor of simulator runs and performs a HOSVD; then,
machine learning models are trained to learn the analogs of right singular vectors. Importantly, we are free
to select different sub-emulators for space, time, processes, and parameters in this framework.
Our goal is to demonstrate this multi-surrogate HOSVD approach for generating emulators for complex
input-output structures. Such an emulator can then be used either as a pure multivariate spatio-temporal
prediction model, for model calibration given observations, or perform inference on model parameters, de-
pending on the goals of the researcher. Thus, the contributions of this methodology are:
1. It provides for a combination of different supervised learning approaches (e.g., neural networks, random
forests, and Gaussian process regression) that can be used to emulate the spatial, temporal, and
parameter components of the model output as obtained through the HOSVD. This is the “multi-
surrogate” aspect of our approach.
2. Parameters can be batched together in the tensor-decomposition, which is useful if parameters are
correlated a priori.
3. Surrogate model predictions can be made at locations different from the set of spatial and temporal
locations used in the training runs (in contrast to many SVD approaches for emulating high-dimensional
output).
4. Multiple individuals in and ABM with spatio-temporal locations can be emulated efficiently in space
and time.
5. Computational savings are afforded by using a reduced rank tensor factorization through the truncated
HOSVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000); a low-rank tensor factorization is usually sufficient to capture
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much of the variation in simulator output, just as a few principal components are usually sufficient to
capture most of the variation in lower-dimensional simulator output.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review aspects of SVD
emulation, and tensors. In Section 3, we introduce a statistical model in terms of the HOSVD and describe
the method for emulation based on this model. In Section 4, we provide empirical results of the application
of the tensor-based method in two scenarios: i) a periodic solution to the shallow ice approximation from
glaciology (Bueler et al., 2005), which is used to demonstrate the advantage of predicting at locations not
considered in the training, and ii) a simulation of an ABM for collective animal movement to illustrate that
the emulator can successfully capture the locations of multiple individuals moving collectively in space and
time. These examples demonstrate the tensor method’s ability to apply to predictions off of a grid, flexibility
in combining different unsupervised learning methods, and use in Bayesian inference. We present a brief
discussion and conclusion in Section 5.
2 SVD Emulation and Tensor Background
Before introducing the statistical model and associated methodology of the multi-surrogate tensor-based
emulator approach that is the subject of the paper, we provide a brief introduction to emulators, a review of
the approach from Higdon et al. (2008) and Hooten et al. (2011), and an overview of tensors, as our approach
builds on these methods.
2.1 Emulators/Surrogates
The use of emulators, or equivalently surrogate models, has appeared widely in the uncertainty quantification
and computer experiments literature, as is detailed in Gramacy (2020). Their principal use is to approximate
computationally intensive functions at a reduced computational cost. Very broadly, they can be categorized
as methods that use Gaussian processes, as in Gu et al. (2018) for instance, and polynomial basis (polynomial
chaos) expansions, as in Sargsyan (2016). In addition, others have considered surrogate models that are based
on mechanistic models (e.g., Leeds et al., 2014) and neural network models (e.g., Tripathy and Bilionis, 2018).
This is an active area of research. For example, Kasim et al. (2020) recently introduced a method that uses
a deep neural network that learns its own architecture for the purposes of emulation. Below, we discuss in
more detail emulators that are based on modeling the right singular vectors in an SVD and come back to
tensor-based emulators after a brief introduction to tensor decomposition.
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2.2 SVD Emulators
The proposed tensor-based emulator is an extension of SVD-based emulators. Here we describe two ap-
proaches to SVD emulation - a GP (second-order) approach outlined in Higdon et al. (2008) and a random-
forest (first-order) approach outlined in Hooten et al. (2011). Higdon et al. (2008) construct Bayesian
hierarchical models involving observational data in the manner of Kennedy and O’Hagan (2001) in or-
der to calibrate physically important parameters and to make predictions with uncertainties. Because the
physics-based computer simulators they employ are computationally expensive to evaluate, they use a basis
of principal components of simulator runs (derived with the SVD), and use Gaussian process prior distribu-
tions on the weights associated with the linear combination of basis vectors derived from the SVD. Hooten
et al. (2011) utilize a similar SVD approach for constructing an emulator, except they relax the constraint
that the weights in the linear combination have Gaussian process prior distributions, and consider instead
other functional forms in the mean response, such as random forests. An extension of this approach to the
tensor case is one of the features of our methodology.
First, assume that computer simulator runs have been placed in a matrix, C, where each column of
C corresponds to a distinct computer simulator run. If there are N computer simulator runs for distinct
parameter values θ, with simulator output of dimension M , then the matrix C is of dimension M by N .
The first-order emulator relies on using the singular value decomposition, C = UDV T, where U ∈ RM×M
and V ∈ RN×N are orthonormal and D ∈ RM×N is diagonal. In particular, a statistical model for the
M -dimensional computer simulator output, c, given a parameter, θ, is:
c = UDv(θ) + 
for a residual term  that has mean 0 and possibly non-diagonal covariance matrix Σ. In the original paper
of Hooten et al. (2011), a multivariate normal random variable for  is suggested though is not necessary.
The central notion encapsulated by the above model is that a vector of computer simulator output can be
approximately expressed as a linear combination of the columns of UD, and the function v(θ) specifies the N
coefficients of the linear combination for a particular value of θ; as such, the function v(θ) has N dimensional
vector output. The approach of Hooten et al. (2011) is to model v(θ) as g(θ, β), where g is a non-linear
regression function that involves β as tuning parameters and takes as input the parameter of inferential
interest, θ. Each component of the vector g(θ, β) uses a non-linear regression model, as for instance with a
random forest: the training data come from the N input values of θ for the computer simulator runs, and the
outputs are the rows of V T. In contrast, Higdon et al. (2008) uses a prior distribution with 0 mean Gaussian
processes in order to learn the coefficients for the singular vectors along with other model parameters.
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Computational cost reduction stems from using less than N columns of UD, in the way that only a few
principal components are used in a principal components analysis. The first few columns of UD are usually
sufficient to capture most of the variation of the simulator output (in the examples of Hooten et al. (2011),
r = 3 was sufficient to capture more than 99% of the variation). This leads to a reduced computational cost
for a few reasons: if the first r columns (< N) of UD are used, then v(θ) is r dimensional, so only r machine
learning models are needed for v(θ), reducing the time needed to evaluate v(θ) and compute UDv(θ).
2.3 Tensor Background
A real-valued tensor is a multidimensional array of real numbers, just as a matrix is a real-valued two-
dimensional array of real numbers. In this subsection, our intention is to provide a brief review of aspects
of tensors that will enable the reader to understand the tensor emulator that we utilize in Section 3. A
comprehensive reference for tensors is Kolda and Bader (2009).
We focus on the HOSVD since it is arguably the most natural extension of the SVD. Assume that X
is a K-tensor with dimensions n1, n2, ..., nK . The higher order singular value decomposition of X, or
HOSVD(X), decomposes X as Z × U1 × U2 × ...× UK . The properties of the decomposition are:
• Z, referred to as the core tensor, is a completely orthogonal tensor whose dimensionality is the same as
the dimensionality of X. Being completely orthogonal means that any two sub-tensors along the same
coordinate have a 0 inner-product; the inner-product between real-valued tensors multiplies coordinates
of the same type and then sums the resultant products.
• U1, . . . , UK are matrices with dimensions n1 by n1, n2 by n2, ..., and nK by nK , respectively. Addi-
tionally, U1, . . . , UK are orthogonal, analogous to the usual SVD.
In order to interpret the tensor decomposition discussed previously, one must understand tensor-matrix
multiplication, which is described in terms of the familiar matrix-vector multiplication operation. If Z can be
thought of as n2×n3× ...×nK length n1 column vectors; then Z×U1 is an n1 by n2 ... by nK tensor where
each column vector of length n1 in Z, denoted as z ∈ Rn1×1, is replaced with U1z. Successive multiplication
with U2, ..., UK proceeds in the same manner.
The specific use of tensors for surrogate modeling appears in the statistics literature in Pratola and
Chkrebtii (2018). Building off of this work, the method presented in Section 3 allows for spatio-temporal
predictions that are off of the “grid” of observation locations and also allows for the flexibility to use a
combination of different supervised learning methods, in addition to Gaussian processes. Additionally, a
regularized regression approach for a low-rank tensor approximation appears in Chevreuil et al. (2015)
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and a low-rank polynomial tensor basis expansion appears in Konakli and Sudret (2016); in contrast, the
methodology presented here uses the truncated HOSVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000) with a combination of
existing supervised learning methodology (i.e., Gaussian process regression (GP), random forests (RF), and
neural networks (NN)).
3 Multi-Surrogate Tensor Emulation
In this section, we develop a statistical emulator extending the approach of Hooten et al. (2011) by using the
HOSVD. The key advantage of this approach is being able to emulate each component of a multi-dimensional
spatio-temporal input-output space as well as model parameters by including separate surrogate models in
each dimension.
3.1 Model Formulation
Without loss of generality, assume we seek to emulate a nonlinear function f(x, y, t, θ1, ..., θp), where (x, y, t)
are spatio-temporal coordinates and (θ1, ..., θp) are parameters, compactly referred to as θ. The parameters
can be either vector or scalar quantities. Assume one has evaluated f forM x-coordinates, N y-coordinates, T
t-coordinates, P1 values of θ1, P2 values of θ2, ..., Pp values of θp. These evaluations (e.g., computer simulator
runs) can be stored in an M by N by T by P1 ... by Pp dimensional tensor, where the i, j, k, l1, ..., lp cell of
the tensor stores the function evaluation under the i-th x coordinate, j-th y coordinate, k-th t coordinate,
l1-th parameter value of θ1,..., to lp-th parameter value of θp.
It is important to note that there are multiple variations possible for the initial function evaluations
of f . For example, the x-coordinates, y-coordinates, and t-coordinates can be considered jointly (e.g.,
as (x, y) tuples or (x, y, t) tuples). Furthermore, an additional spatial dimension can be considered (i.e.,
(x, y, z)) if desired. Additionally, scalar parameters θi and θj can be considered jointly as (θi, θj) tuples.
Such an approach is illustrated in the first example of Section 4, where (x, y) tuples and amplitude and
period parameters are sampled jointly. The initial values chosen to populate X may vary from application
to application; for instance, a pre-defined lattice of (x, y) coordinates may be used in the context of a
numerical partial differential equation (PDE) solver. In the absence of prior distributions from which to
sample parameters, we suggest using a latin hypercube design or some hybrid variant due to its prevalence
in the computer experiments literature (Gramacy, 2020).
Another important variation is a scenario where one is emulating a spatio-temporal ABM, where, without
loss of generality, the function f has both x positions (fx) and y positions (fy). In that scenario, fx and
fy take the form fx(i, t, θ1, ..., θp) and fy(i, t, θ1, ..., θp), where i indexes over the agents, t stands for time,
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and θ1, ..., θp represent the parameters. Tensor emulators are then constructed separately for both fx (the x
values of the trajectories) and fy (the y values of the trajectories). An example of this variation is illustrated
in the second application. The tensor-based methodology proceeds in the same essential manner as follows.
Let Z × U1 × U2 × ... × Up+3 be the HOSVD of X. The statistical model for an observation associated
with f evaluated at (x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) is:
f(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) = Z × u1(x∗)× u2(y∗)× u3(t∗)× ...× up+3(θ∗p) + ,
for a residual term  where E[] = 0 and u1, ..., up+3 are nonlinear functions. That is, the functions u1 through
up+3 behave like the function v from Hooten et al. (2011) (see Section 2.2). In particular, u1(.) : R→ R1×M ,
u2(.) : R → R1×N , and so on. The most basic model assumes that the error term  is independent and
identically Gaussian from observation to observation, though that is not a necessary requirement. For
instance, Gopalan et al. (2019) consider a multivariate random walk with spatio-temporal correlation.
3.2 Model Implementation
Our first purpose in this section is to describe in detail how to construct an emulator (i.e., how to obtain an
estimator fˆ) using the HOSVD components of the tensor simulator runs. Then we outline how to quantify
the uncertainty of the emulator and suggest a procedure for Bayesian inference based on well-developed work
in Bayesian calibration (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001; Brynjarsdóttir and O’Hagan, 2014). It is important
to point out that how uncertainty quantification of fˆ is approached depends on the application context.
For example, in the case where physical observations are available for the process being emulated, one can
embed the deterministic point emulator in lieu of a computer simulator within a Bayesian hierarchical model
as in the Bayesian calibration literature (Kennedy and O’Hagan, 2001; Brynjarsdóttir and O’Hagan, 2014;
Gopalan et al., 2019). From there, uncertainty estimates for the physical parameters and predictions of
the physical process can be obtained with Bayesian inference. The model discrepancy term accounts for
inaccuracies in the emulator, as well as the uncertainty associated with such inaccuracies, if a Gaussian
process prior (or some other prior distribution over a function space) is used. On the other hand, if one does
not have process observations and would simply like to quantify uncertainty in the emulator in terms of its
ability to reconstruct the function f , we suggest a procedure similar to what is in Hooten et al. (2011). We
explain both of these aspects below after introducing the methodology to construct an emulator based on
the HOSVD of the tensor of simulator runs.
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3.3 Emulator Construction
Assume that X is a tensor of function evaluations as in the previous section, with HOSVD that is given by
Z×U1×U2×U3× ...×Up+3 for core tensor Z and matrices U1 through Up+3. The methodology presented is
to develop estimators for functions u1, ..., up+3; these are denoted as uˆ1, ..., uˆp+3. Then, the estimated value
for f(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) is
fˆ(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) = Z × uˆ1(x∗)× uˆ2(y∗)× uˆ3(t∗)× ...× uˆp+3(θ∗p).
First, consider the function u1(x), which when expanded as a vector is of the form (u11(x), ..., u1M (x))′, an
element of R1×M . Specifically, uˆ11(x) is obtained by using a standard supervised learning approach, such
as Gaussian process regression, a neural network, or a random forest, just as in Hooten et al. (2011). The
training data for learning u11 are the M values of x (i.e., the features) and the first column of U1 (i.e., the
responses). The training data for learning u12 are the M values of x and the second column of U1 and so
on, up to u1M , which uses the Mth column of U1. The same estimation procedure is applied for uˆ1, uˆ2, ...,
and uˆp+3.
The package rTensor (Li et al., 2018) provides an option for a reduced rank tensor factorization through
the truncated HOSVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000). A reduced rank factorization does not completely recover
the input tensor, X, but it approximates X as Z × V1 × V2 × V3 × ...× Vp+3 where the number of columns
of V1, V2,..., Vp+3 are no more than M , N , T , ..., Pp, respectively. The number of rows, however, remain
to be M , N , T , ..., Pp of V1, V2, V3, ..., Vp+3, respectively. This is computationally advantageous for the
same reason that one uses only the top few of the columns of UD for emulation in the first-order SVD
case; the number of machine learning models needed is reduced based on the rank, which in turn speeds up
the emulator evaluation and tensor-matrix multiplication. The Frobenius norm of the residual between a
low-rank approximation and the original tensor is an indicator of the quality of the approximation, which is
implemented in the following experiments to ensure that the low-rank approximations recover most of the
original tensor.
3.4 Quantifying Emulator Uncertainty
We consider two approaches for quantifying uncertainty in the multi-surrogate emulator. The first considers
bootstrapping residuals in the case where one does not have observations of the process being simulated,
and the second uses a Bayesian procedure in the case where such observations are available.
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3.4.1 Bootstrapping Residuals
The method introduced in Section 3.3 produces a point estimate for the function that is to be emulated,
fˆ(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p). However, in practice, one may be interested in quantifying the uncertainty of this
function. In the case where one does not have access to real-world observations of the process being simulated,
one option is to extend the bootstrap procedure described in Hooten et al. (2011) to the HOSVD case.
The main idea is to sample from the predictive distribution of ui+3(θ∗i) with the relationship ui+3(θ∗i) =
uˆi+3(θ∗i) + ζ, for a residual term ζ. Because ζ has an unknown distribution, the observed residuals (i.e.,
differences between uˆi+3(θij) and the j-th row of Ui+3, where θij is the j-th training value of the i-th
parameter) may be resampled with replacement, as in the bootstrap, to obtain a sample of ζ. Then a
predictive sample for ui+3(θ∗i) is obtained with uˆi+3(θ∗i) + ζ. Predictive samples are combined to generate
a predictive sample of f(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) via the computation of Z × u1(x∗) × u2(y∗) × u3(t∗) × ... ×
up+3(θ∗p). Uncertainty for the estimate of f(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) is characterized with the predictive
samples of f (e.g., the sample deviation of the predictive samples).
In Hooten et al. (2011), the predictive distribution for f(x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗1, ..., θ∗p) is used in a Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine for Bayesian inference of both scientific param-
eters and a noise parameter σ2. Specifically, analogous to the procedure suggested in Hooten et al. (2011),
upon proposing a new parameter θ∗ during a MH-MCMC iteration, a predictive sample for f is generated (as
described previously) for computing the likelihood and, subsequently, the acceptance-ratio of MH-MCMC.
The benefit of this procedure is that the uncertainty in the ui functions is taken into account.
3.4.2 Learning from Process Observations via Model Discrepancy
Alternatively, if observations of the spatio-temporal process being modeled are available then emulator
uncertainty quantification can be based upon well-developed Bayesian calibration methodology (Kennedy
and O’Hagan, 2001; Brynjarsdóttir and O’Hagan, 2014); see Gramacy (2020) for a broad overview.
Assume that the process observation Oi of a parameter-dependent process f at spatio-temporal coordi-
nates (xi, yi, ti) may be written as
Oi = f(xi, yi, ti, θ) + δ(xi, yi, ti) + ηi,
where ηi is an unstructured error term and δ(., ., ., .) is a model discrepancy function. In a Bayesian set-
ting, parameters θ have a prior distribution and the model discrepancy function typically has a GP prior
distribution with 0 mean. A Bayesian approach is then used, with MCMC for example, to make inference
about θ and δ. A variation that is detailed in Gopalan et al. (2019) is to replace the deterministic function
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δ(., ., .) with a spatio-temporal stochastic process, Si. One either selects Si with prior information or learns
its parameters within the Bayesian inference scheme used (typically MCMC).
We may instead replace f with the emulator version, fˆ , of 3.3:
Oi = fˆ(xi, yi, ti, θ) + δ(xi, yi, ti) + ηi.
The main advantage of this formalism is that fˆ is much less computationally intensive to evaluate than
f , so an MCMC procedure will also be more computationally efficient since such a procedure necessitates
repeated evaluations of fˆ . Additionally, the posterior distribution of δ(xi, yi, ti) quantifies uncertainty in the
emulated response at (xi, yi, ti, θ), since fˆ is assumed to be fixed. This is essentially a 2-stage procedure:
1. An emulator is constructed with the HOSVD of computer simulator evaluations.
2. Uncertainty quantification for both parameters and the emulator is achieved by using a calibration
approach via Bayesian hierarchical modeling.
In a sense, this approach is a version of empirical hierarchical modeling (EHM) of Cressie and Wikle (2011)
because it uses fˆ in place of f , though computer simulator runs are used to construct fˆ as opposed to process
observations.
4 Examples
We consider two examples to demonstrate some of the advantages of the multi-surrogate tensor emulator.
Specifically, in Section 4.1 we consider an emulator for a periodic exact solution to the shallow ice approx-
imation partial differential equation (SIA PDE) from Bueler et al. (2005), and in Section 4.2 we consider
an emulator for an ABM simulation of collective animal movement. Both examples show the advantages of
considering different surrogates for spatial components and parameters. In addition, the SIA PDE exam-
ple demonstrates how our emulator approach can generate spatial predictions at spatial locations and time
points that were not observed, and the collective movement ABM example demonstrates that our approach
can reasonably emulate the locations in space and time of multiple individuals. Both experiments make use
of the rTensor (Li et al., 2018) R package to find the HOSVD and to perform tensor matrix multiplication.
4.1 Oscillating Glacier Example
The SIA PDE is a commonly used mathematical model that describes the time evolution of glacier thickness
in glaciers that are shallow; e.g., see Aðalgeirsdóttir (2003); Flowers et al. (2005); Jarosch et al. (2013); Guan
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et al. (2016); Werder et al. (2020). The main physical principle utilized in this model is mass conservation,
and the shallowness approximation allows one to ignore stress terms in formulating the PDEs.
Here we use a multi-surrogate tensor-based emulator for a periodic solution to the SIA PDE described
in Bueler et al. (2005). The periodic solution is a dome that oscillates according to a particular period and
amplitude. This periodic function is used in Gopalan et al. (2019), and is repeated here for completeness:
H(r, t) = Hs(r) + P (r, t),
P (r, t) = Cp sin(2pit/Tp) cos
2
[
pi(r − 0.6L)
.6L
]
; if 0.3L < r < .9L,
P (r, t) = 0; if 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.3L or if r ≥ 0.9L.
In this formulation, H stands for glacier thickness, and is a function of distance from the origin, r, and
time, t; in particular, this is a radially symmetric solution. The term Hs (Eq. 21 of Bueler et al. (2005))
corresponds to a static profile that is added to a time-varying periodic function, P , that has an amplitude
Cp and period Tp. Here, L refers to the length of the glacier profile. Overall, the solution looks like a dome
with a periodic oscillation in thickness within the domain 0.3L < r < .9L. The parameters that we focus on
for this example are Cp, the amplitude of the periodic perturbation, and Tp, the period of the perturbation.
For more details of this model and the periodic solution, see Bueler et al. (2005).
4.1.1 Glacier Example Experimental Design
To demonstrate the multi-surrogate tensor emulator for the glacier dynamics problem we consider the fol-
lowing experiment. For s = 10, 20, 30:
1. s2 2-tuples of (x, y) are drawn using latin hypercube sampling on the range −5 × 105m to 5 × 105m
for the x and y location values.
2. s values of t are sampled uniformly from 0 to 10000 years.
3. s2 2-tuples of (period, amplitude) are drawn using latin hypercube sampling on the range (1000 to
5000) years for period and (100 to 400) meters for amplitude.
4. For each combination (x, y), (period, amplitude), and t, the glacier thickness function that is to be
emulated is evaluated and the result is stored in a tensor, X. The dimensions of the tensor are s2 by
s by s2, so there are s5 total elements in the tensor.
5. The methodology from Section 3 is applied to the tensor X. The combinations of machine learning
models tried are all random forests for the spatial, temporal, and parameter components, all neural
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networks, all Gaussian processes, and Gaussian processes for the spatial and temporal components, but
random forests for the parameter component. We implemented these machine learning models with
the kernlab R package (Karatzoglou et al., 2004)), the neuralnet R package (Fritsch et al., 2019)), and
the randomForest R package (Liaw and Wiener, 2002).
6. The predictive accuracy of the emulator is assessed by calculating the mean absolute relative error on
a test set. Absolute relative error is |(Htrue −Hpred)/Htrue|. The test set is randomly selected with
the same design steps as above, and a test set of size 100 is used; because the test (x, y) and t values
are not necessarily the same as the training (x, y) and t values, this example illustrates the capability
of the tensor-based method to emulate locations and times that were not in the training sample.
Note that since (x, y) and (period, amplitude) are considered jointly, we end up with only three U
matrices, U1, U2, U3, where U1 corresponds to (x, y), U2 corresponds to t, and U3 corresponds to (period,
amplitude). Additionally, we used the truncated HOSVD from rTensor with rank 50 for the first and third
indices, and a full rank tensor for the second (time) index. Time is full rank because there are only s time
points, compared to s2 for the spatial and parameter components, so dimension reduction is more critical
in terms of computational savings for the spatial and parameter components in comparison to the temporal
component. In all cases, the Frobenius norm of the residual (as returned by fnorm_resid) is less than 10−7
m, indicating that a choice of rank 50 is sufficient to closely approximate the original tensor with a truncated
HOSVD; moreover, a reduced-rank HOSVD yields a more computational efficient procedure than using the
full rank.
4.1.2 Glacier Example Results
The results of the previously described experiment are illustrated in Figure 1. The x-axis of this plot
represents a comparison of the mean absolute relative error over all sizes, which indicates that the absolute
relative error decreases as the size of the training tensor increases. In addition, this plot shows that the multi-
surrogate approach that considers mixed machine learning models yields the smallest error. Specifically, the
emulator that included a GP surrogate for (x, y), GP surrogate for t, and random forest surrogate for
(period, amplitude) performed better than pure random forest or Gaussian process approaches in terms of
error. Additionally, we repeated the experimental design ten times in order to assess the variability in the
predictions with respect to the initial input (x, y), t, and (period, amplitude) values. Boxplots comparing the
absolute relative errors are shown in Figure 2, again showing that for this example, the mixture of machine
learning surrogates tends to perform best. In addition, a comparison of the actual and emulated values of
glacial thickness using the mixture of machine learning models tensor emulator is shown in Figure 3. This
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shows that there is generally a good agreement between the actual thickness and predicted thickness across
thickness values, with smallest errors towards the higher glacier thickness values; one possible explanation
for this behavior is that the magnitude of periodic movement for this particular example is largest within
the interior of the glacier, at lower thickness values.
Figure 1: Comparison of tensor size and mean absolute relative error – generally, the error decreases with a
larger tensor and also is smallest with a combination of machine learning models.
Figure 2: Comparison of mean absolute relative error for a pure random forest, pure Gaussian process, and
a Gaussian process for (x, y, t) and random forest for (period, amplitude). The mixture of machine learning
models generally performs the best. A tensor with 2.43× 107 elements is used in this example.
Finally, for an assessment of how the multi-surrogate tensor-based emulator compares to simply using a
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Figure 3: Comparison of emulated and actual glacial thickness values, using the tensor-based emulator
approach with a mixture of machine learning models.
standard off-the-shelf supervised learning approach, we compared the absolute relative errors of a Gaussian
process regression (kernlab R package (Karatzoglou et al., 2004)), neural network (neuralnet R package
(Fritsch et al., 2019)), and a random forest (randomForest R package(Liaw and Wiener, 2002)). In each
of these cases we did not consider a tensor decomposition. Specifically, 104 5-tuples of (x, y, t, period,
amplitude) values were sampled with a latin hypercube design to create the training data set. In all cases,
the errors were larger than using the tensor-decomposition; specifically, a random forest produced a mean of
0.0489 absolute relative error (SD: 0.0012), and a Gaussian process produced a mean of 0.0389 absolute error
(SD: 0.00032). In all cases, a neural network default from the neuralnet R package resulted in an error more
than an order of magnitude greater. Additionally, training data f at least 2× 104 training examples resulted
in a memory error, suggesting that the tensor emulator method is a more memory efficient procedure.
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4.2 Collective Animal Movement ABM Simulation
This example considers a collective animal movement ABM based on a simplified version of the model in
Couzin et al. (2002) in which the animals (agents) can exhibit a variety of realistic behaviors such as grouping
and repulsion. We first describe the agent-based model for collective behavior, followed by the associated
tensor-based emulator, and conclude with an example of using this emulator to learn collective behavior on
a real-world data set within a Bayesian inferential paradigm.
4.2.1 Collective Movement Agent-Based Model Simulator
Assume we have observed location vectors at time t = 1, . . . , T for the ith individual (i = 1, . . . , N), denoted
by si,t = (xi,t, yi,t)′. Our basic model decomposes movement into a unit direction vector and scalar speed
for each individual at each discrete time. Specifically, we model the evolution of an agent’s location by
si,t = si,t−1 + di,tvi,t + ηi,t, ηi,t ∼ N(0, σ2ηI2),
where di,t is the unit direction vector, which is a deterministic (black box) function of the most recent past
location of all agents and associated parameters (see below), and vi,t is the speed of the agent. In this
formulation there is a stochastic component to the location update represented by the ηi,t error term. For
the simple example presented here we further assume that the speed is constant for all agents across time,
vi,t = v, and the primary focus is on the unit direction vector, di,t.
Couzin et al. (2002) notes that an important consideration for animal movement is that the animals
do not collide (or, rather, that they have some desired personal space). In addition, animals may favor
orientation and attraction to other animals within their perception. That is, there is an intermediate zone
beyond the no-collision zone in which animals seek to orient with each other (move in the same direction),
and beyond this zone they are attracted to other animals. In the simple implementation presented here, we
consider a no-collision zone and an orientation zone, and assume that individual animals outside of these
zones continue moving in the direction they were going at the previous time.
Let δi,j = ||sj,t−1 − si,t−1|| be the Euclidean distance (L2 norm) between agent i and agent j at time
t− 1. Then, we define the deterministic function for the (un-normalized) direction vector for the ith agent
at time t by one of the following:
d˜i,t =

−∑j∈Nα,−i sj,t−1−si,t−1δi,j , if ∃ j 6= i : δi,j < α∑
j∈Nα,ρo,i
dj,t−1
||dj,t−1|| α ≤ δi,j ≤ ρo
di,t−1 δi,j > ρo,
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where α is the no-collision radius, ρo is the orientation zone radius, Nα,−i corresponds to all neighbors
of i (not including the ith individual) within a distance α of si,t−1, and Nα,ρo,i corresponds to the set of
neighbors of i within the distance (α, ρo] of the ith individual (including the ith individual). Thus, the first
term corresponds to the no-collision term and applies if any individual agent is within a distance of α of
the ith individual. The second term corresponds to orientation with individuals in a zone between (α, ρo] of
the ith individual (assuming the first condition does not hold). If neither of these conditions hold, the ith
individual keeps the same direction as before (the third term). Lastly, we convert this direction vector to a
unit vector
di,t =
d˜i,t
||d˜i,t||
.
In the simulations considered here, we fixed the no-collision radius (α) and the location variance (σ2η) and
focus on the speed (v) and radius of orientation (ρo), which are the primary drivers of collective behavior.
4.2.2 Tensor-Based Emulator
We train a tensor-based emulator in the following manner:
1. 25 values of v are sampled uniformly in the range [.1,1], and 25 values of ρo are sampled uniformly in
the range [5,50]. The parameter α is fixed at .5 and σ2η is fixed at .025.
2. For each combination of v and ρo, and for each time point, the simulator is evaluated for both the x
position and y position of the 20 animals. The results of the x positions are stored in a 20 by 101 by
32 by 32 tensor, X; likewise, the results of the y positions are stored in a 20 by 101 by 32 by 32 tensor,
Y . The coordinates of these tensors are individual index, time index, v parameter, and ρo parameter.
3. A tensor-emulator is derived using the methodology from Section 3. In particular, HOSV D(X) =
Z ×U1 ×U2 ×U3 ×U4, and the predicted x positions for the 20 animals over the 101 times points for
parameters v∗ and ρo∗ is then Z × U1 × U2 × uˆ3(v∗) × uˆ4(ρo∗), where uˆ3(.) and uˆ4(.) are functions
learned with a machine learning model (see Section 3.3). As in the previous experiment, we considered
random forests, Gaussian processes, and neural networks, using the default implementations from Liaw
and Wiener (2002), Karatzoglou et al. (2004), and Fritsch et al. (2019), respectively. The y positions
are emulated with the same procedure, starting with the tensor Y .
Two test cases are considered to assess the emulator output for the x and y trajectories. For Case 1 we let
v = .5 and ρo = 35, which forces the animals to move together in a northeast direction given the high degree
of collectiveness implied by the larger ρo parameter. For test Case 2 we let v = .5 and ρo = 5, which implies
less collectiveness due to the smaller ρo parameter, and two groups of animals move in opposite directions.
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In our assessment of the emulator approaches, we plot the trajectories over time and compare to the original
simulated trajectories. Additionally, we compare the simulated and emulator trajectories with measures of
collective animal behavior to gain a more nuanced comparison. Specifically, the two quantitative measures
used to compare simulated and emulated animal movements through time are the troop spread and troop
elongation metrics (Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 2017). Troop spread measures how spread apart the group is
over time, and troop elongation measures how ellipsoidal the group is over time.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the simulated and emulated trajectories for test Case 1. We can
see that the animals move in a collective group and that the emulated trajectories are quite similar to the
true trajectories. This is further demonstrated in Figure 5, which shows a close match for both troop spread
and troop elongation between both emulated trajectories and the actual, simulated trajectories. We also
compare two emulator approaches with this example. The first is a pure RF for all components, and the
second is a multi-surrogate emulator with a RF for the y positions, but a mix of RF for the ρ0 component
and GP for the v component of the x positions. That is, the function uˆ3(v) is learned with a GP and uˆ4(ρo)
is learned with RF regression (for the x positions); we do not restrict these functions to be learned with
the same machine learning approach (i.e., RF). Both the location plots in Figure 4 and comparison of troop
spread and troop elongation metrics in Figure 5 show that there is generally close agreement between both
emulator approaches and the simulated trajectories.
In Case 2, simple visual inspection of both emulator trajectories in Figure 6 makes it difficult to conclude
which emulator (i.e, pure RF or multi-surrogate) emulates the true trajectories closest. However, comparisons
of troop spread and troop elongation in Figure 7 generally show that the multi-surrogate emulator better
captures the simulator than the pure RF surrogate emulator, further illustrating the potential utility of a
multi-surrogate approach over using a single machine learning model.
4.2.3 Bayesian Learning with the Tensor-Based Emulator
In order to test the emulator on real data in a Bayesian inferential setting, we used the emulator version
of our simplified animal movement ABM on guppy (Poecilia reticulata) data; specifically, experiment fm7
from Bode et al. (2012). These data come from an experiment using a captive population of guppies. In this
experiment, groups of ten guppies of the same sex were filmed from above in a square tank in which one corner
contained gravel and shade, which is presumed to be attractive to the guppies because it provides shelter.
The guppies were released in the tank in the opposite (lower-right) corner. The data consist of movement
trajectories truncated to the time points when all individuals were moving until one guppy reached the
shaded target area.
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Figure 4: Comparison of simulated (triangles) and emulated trajectories for test Case 1, with the pure
RF emulator on the left (circles) and the multi-surrogate (RF+GP for x positions) emulator on the right
(crosses). Both emulator approaches appear to match the simulated positions.
In particular, we assume the following data model for the guppy trajectories:
Oitx = fˆx(i, t, v, ρ0) + itx, itx ∼ iid N(0, σ2x)
Oity = fˆy(i, t, v, ρ0) + ity, ity ∼ iid N(0, σ2y),
where Oitx and Oity are observed x and y locations for the ith guppy at time t, respectively, and fˆx and fˆy
are tensor emulators constructed in the same manner as the previous section (trained with runs from the
animal movement simulator described previously). Additionally, we assume the following prior distributions
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Figure 5: Case 1 comparison of troop spread and troop elongation metrics amongst the simulator, pure RF
emulator, and multi-surrogate emulator. There is close agreement for both emulators with the simulated
trajectories.
on parameters: ρo ∼ Uniform(5, 60), v ∼ Uniform(1, 5), σ2x ∼ InverseGamma(shape=3, scale=4), and σ2y ∼
InverseGamma(shape=3, scale=4).
We implement a Gibbs sampler for sampling from the posterior using inverse-gamma draws (due to
conjugacy) for σ2x and σ2y and grid sampling steps for ρo and v. Traceplots, given in the supplementary
materials, show good mixing, and the resultant posterior distributions for ρo and v are illustrated in Figure
8. The relatively narrow regions where mass concentrates (in comparison to the uniform priors) suggests that
there is definite Bayesian learning of these parameters, though since this is real data, there are no ground-
truth parameters to compare to. However, the posterior mean of the ρo orientation distance parameter
suggests that there is a substantial amount of collective behavior by these guppies in this experiment. A
plot of the simulated trajectory in comparison to the emulated trajectory (using the posterior mean of ρo
and v) is included in Figure 9, and indicates overall agreement in the patterns of collective behavior.
5 Conclusion
The objective of this paper has been to introduce a method to construct an emulator for a complex spatio-
temporal function (e.g., computer simulator) using tensor decomposition with potentially different surrogate
models for each tensor dimension. In particular, by replacing the SVD with the HOSVD, the method is
essentially an extension of the first-order emulator approach of Hooten et al. (2011). The distinguishing
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Figure 6: Comparison of simulated (triangles) and emulated trajectories for test Case 2, with the pure
RF emulator on the left (circles) and the multi-surrogate (RF+GP for x positions) emulator on the right
(crosses); the tensor-emulator matches the animal trajectories closely. Visually, it is clear that neither
emulator matches the simulator as closely as in Case 1, though it is still a good match in terms of capturing
the essential collective behavior.
features of the tensor-based method for emulation are:
• The method can predict the function output at spatial locations and time points not considered in the
training sample, in contrast to many existing emulator methods.
• A variety of supervised learning approaches (e.g., Gaussian process regression, neural networks, and
random forests) can be combined for the spatial, temporal, and parameter components. This allows
greater flexibility and the ability to combine the strengths (and disadvantages) of different machine
learning approaches in constructing an emulator, i.e., a “mix and match” approach.
• The method can provide efficient emulation of the spatio-temporal locations of multiple individuals in
an ABM.
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Figure 7: Case 2 comparison of troop spread and troop elongation metrics amongst the simulator, pure RF
emulator, and multi-surrogate emulator. The troop spread and troop elongation profiles are best represented
by the multi-surrogate emulator.
Figure 8: Posterior densities for both ρo and v are illustrated, which are inferred using guppy data (fm7)
from Bode et al. (2012). The posterior for both parameters concentrates in a much more narrow range than
the uniform prior, suggesting Bayesian learning.
• By using a reduced rank tensor factorization with the truncated HOSVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000),
computational savings are achieved.
The method has been demonstrated via application in two scenarios: a periodic solution to a shallow ice
approximation partial differential equation from glaciology and a collective animal movement ABM simulator.
In both scenarios, combining supervised learning approaches yields an accurate emulator, demonstrating the
advantage of model flexibility when different machine learning approaches are combined. It is conceivable
the same results will hold for more complex supervised learning methods such as deep learning; in fact,
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Figure 9: Simulated trajectories for guppy data (fm7 from Bode et al. (2012)) using posterior means of ρ0
and v compared to the real data, which indicate a similar pattern in collective behavior.
an advantage of the proposed approach is that it can handle the use of a variety of machine learning
models, and so is adaptable to the rapid advances being made in the field. An additional strength of the
methodology presented is that it has been implemented with R packages available on the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (CRAN), so a tensor-based emulator can be directly included in an application without
much difficulty, for instance in a spatio-temporal Bayesian hierarchical model as in Gopalan et al. (2019).
This was illustrated in the collective animal movement example with an experiment that documented the
movement of guppies in a tank. The Bayesian implementation with the tensor-based emulator suggested
that the guppies exhibit a high-degree of collectiveness in this experiment.
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